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Thermomechanical behavior of large ash flow calderas
EvgeniiB. Burov1 and LaurentGuillou-Frottier
Geologyand MetallogenyLaboratory,BRGM, Offdans,France

Abstract. The fundamental thermal and mechanicalprocessesthat occur within
the "ash flow caldera-magmachamber" systemsremain largely enigmatic. To
date, the only modelsof caldera collapseare simple, mostly elasticor viscoelastic
mechanicalmodelsthat can predict someof the conditionsprecedingthe collapse.
They cannot, however,predictthe collapseitself becausethey are incapableeither of
reproducingthe formationof faultsor of accountingfor the brittle-ductiletransitions
and fault-related thermal anomalies. We have constructed analytical and numerical
therrnomechanicalmodelsthat accountfor both elastic-plastic-ductilerheologyand
physicalpropertiesof the caldera rocks. The overpressured
magma is evacuated
through a central vent and transformsinto ash flow units depositedwithin the
forming caldera. Brittle deformation,faulting, and subsequentcollapseof the
structure are reproduced.The resultsshowthat in the absenceof a regionalstress

fieldthe collapseon bothsideswill occuronlyfor aspectratios(i.e., calderadiameter
to the depthof the magmachamber)exceeding
5 and that internalembeddedfaults
may alsoappear when the aspectratio exceeds10. Thermal conductivitycontrasts
in ash flow calderasgive rise to strongheat refractionthat localizesdeep seated
thermal anomalies to the outer sides of the faults. In the presenceof regional

extensionthe border faulting can be attenuatedor disappear,and the faults tend
to localizearound the central part of the chamberroof. Coupledtherrnomechanical
modelingsuggests
that the outer sidesof the borderfaults havehigh trapping
capabilitiesfor hydrothermalfluids. The geometryof the brittle-ductiletransition
largelycontrolsthat of the fracturedzoneswithin and aroundthe chamberroof,
thusjustifyinga new "mechanical
definition"of magmachambergeometry.
1. Introduction

though they present quite important geodynamicproblems.

Growinginterest in the explorationpotential of ash
Ashflow (or ignimbrite)calderasare thoughtto form
flow calderashas stimulated numerousmodelingstudies
when large eruptions remove tremendousquantities of
that are mostly focusedon fluid flow problemssuch as
magma from shallow silicic magma chambers beneath
localized hydrothermal circulation through the intenvolcanic cones. During a major eruption, which comsive fracture networks typically formed in the magma

monly destroys the volcanic structure, the amount of
extrudedmagma may be soimportant that the resulting
ever, recent studiesin related researchfields (for ex- mass deficit in the chamber, combined with the weight
ample, modelingof mineralizedfluid flow in sedimen- of the overlying surface ash flow deposits,leads to the
tary basins)havedemonstrated
the necessity
of taking inward collapse of the chamber roof and to the formainto accountstress,fracture, and temperature evolution tion of a caldera.
chamber

roof and around

the border

faults.

How-

within the whole tectonic unit involved because these

can imposecritical conditionson localizedfluid circulation. Yet many processes
taking placein magmaticsystems, includingthe initiation of borderfaulting, mechanismsof caldera collapse,and related changesin the
thermal and stressfield, are still poorly investigated,al-

Studies on ash flow calderas over the past half century have mostly focusedon mineralogy,petrology, and

structuralgeology[Williams, 1941;Smith, 1960;Steven
and Lipman, 1976],complemented
by only a few, chiefly
conceptual, models of caldera formation and evolution

[Smith and Bailey, 1968]. Although a numberof simplified mechanismsof caldera formation have been sug-

1Now at Tectonics Department, University of Pierre and
Marie Curie, Paris, France

gestedand investigatedsincethe 1970s[e.g.,Druitt and
Sparks,1984], the processesleading to varioustypes
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of ash flow caldera or different subsidencestyles imply
many parameters that are difficult to include in a single
scheme: caldera diameter, volume of ejected material,
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geometryof the magmachamber,refeedingor coolingof
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the magmareservoir,regionalstressfield, erosionrate, tionsfrom large shallowmagmachambers,whereasthe
trapdoor subsidencecould derive from smaller erupThe recent review by Lipman [1997]proposedfive tions, associatedwith an asymmetricalmagmachamber
end-member subsidencescenarios (Figure 1) for or with a regionaltectonicregime. Funnelcalderasare
with small-scale(< 2-4 km) structuresthat
calderas:Figurela, "plate"or "piston-like";
Figurelb, associated
would
develop
in relatively weak crusts. The great di"piecemeal";
Figure lc, "trapdoor";Figureld, "downversity
of
ash
flow
caldera types is difficult to interpret
sag";and Figure le, "funnel". Accordingto this clasfrom
field
observations
only, becauseone can imagine
sification,the plate or piston-likesubsidence
is associseveral
independent
mechanisms
that could produce a
ated with large calderasformed by voluminouserupsimilar collapsescenario;the physicallinks betweenthe
subcrustalprocesses
and their surfaceexpressionhave

etc.

"Plate"

a)

b)

or "Piston-like"
subsidence

studies

"Piecemeal"

subsidence

"Trapdoor" subsidence

c)

d)

"Downsag" subsidence

"Funnel"

e)

not really been investigated.
Most recent large-scalethermomechanicalmodeling

caldera

of caldera evolution

have either

considered

rather simplifiedscenariosbasedon the elasticand viscousrheologies
[e.g.,Luongoet al., 1991;Gudmundsson
et al., 1997]often originatingfrom someolderand not
quite self-consistent
studies,or they havebeenfocused
on problemsrelated to magma chamberemplacement
and surfacedeformation. Someof thesemodels[e.g.,
De Natale et al., 1997; Gudmundsson
et al., 1997]predict stressconcentrationsat the borders of the magma
chamber, which are anticipated to coincidewith zones
of fault initialization. None of the existing numerical
and analytical modelstreats the problem of the initiation and evolution of border faults around the magma
chamberin a mechanicallyconsistentway, i.e., usingrealisticrock rheologiesand without predefiningfault surfacesor weaknessplanes. Gudmundsson
et al. [1997],
for example, attempt to predict the location and initiation conditionsof the border faults by modelingstress
concentrationsat the cornersof the magma chamber,
but the elastic rheologyand small-strainboundary element method that they usedcan give only hints, hardly
real solutions. This point has recently been discussed
in a number of studiesthat warn against a direct application of pure elasticor viscoussolutionsfor predicting
brittle failure zones[e.g., Buck, 1997; Gerbaultet al.,
1998].
A few geophysicalmodelshave been proposedto investigatethe dynamicsof large shallowcalderas.One
of them, a two-stagemodelby Druitt andSparks[1984],
givesa simplifiedanalysisof the relationshipsbetween
the erupted volumesand magma chamber pressures.
Another,a numericalmodelby 6'h•ry et al. [1991],can
be consideredat presentas the most completebecause
it is basedon temperatureand stress-/strain-dependent
plastoviscoelastic
rheology.However,this modelcould
not resolve the fault localization. It reproduced surface

uplift and subsidenceunder specificconditionsirrele-

vantto our study(e.g.,fixedmagmachamber
geometry. Thusnoneof the existingmodelsreallyresolves
the
major problemsasborderfault formationandevolution
Figure 1. Five scenariosfor caldera subsidence, and caldera collapse.
adaptedfrom Lipman [1997]and T. Druitt, (personal Calderas are commonly circular or ellipsoidal in
communication,1998). The shapesand sizesof the
magmachambersvary from onecaseto the other,indi- shape,evenin areasof strongregionalextensionwhere
cating probablestronginterplaysbetweencalderasub- the major (tectonic)normal faults are linear. Wellknown examples are representedby the Vailes and
sidencestyle and reservoir geometry.
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Questa calderas, located along the Rio Grande rift,
and other nearly circular calderasare describedby Of-

OF CALDERAS
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the work is devoted to the steady state heat transfer

(reflectionand refraction)mechanismsrelated to the
tedahl[1978]within the PermianOslo rift, in Norway. thermal conductivity contrastswithin caldera settings.

In somecases,the formation of a new small caldera em- The second part deals with the physical mechanisms
bedded within an older large caldera can occur several that lead to faulting and control the fault geometry,lomillion years after the major collapse,as at Rodalquilar- calization,and associated
pressure/stress
field andtranLomillain southeastern
Spain[Rytubaet al., 1990]and sient thermal effects. Finally, we present and discussa
Platoro-Summitvillein Colorado[Lipman, 1984]. Al- coupled twofold thermomechanical model in which the
though the inner "nested" caldera may be geometri- heat diffusion and advection from the magma chamber
cally similar to the outer one (nearlycircularor elon- affect the rheology of the caldera-relatedrocks, resultgate), this cannot be treated as a generalrule; some ing in changesto the geometry of the fracture zones.
calderasare highly asymmetricor exhibit an asymmetric dynamic behavior, as at the Toba caldera complex 2. Physical Properties of Ash Flow

in Sumatra [Chesnerand Rose,1991].

Pyroclastic eruptions produce voluminous and thick
ash flow tuffs that originate from shallow silicic intru-

sions. An idea of the quantitiesinvolvedis given by the
BishopTuff of the Long Valley caldera,which represents

Caldera
2.1.

Rocks

Intracaldera

Units

Recent compilations of thermal conductivity data

about500kma ofejected
products
[Baileyet al., 1976], since the preliminary measurementsby Smith [1960]
by the depositswithin the Julietta caldera, Russia,that

show that the ash flow tuffs have high but quite vari-

are morethan 1000rn thick [Strujkovet al., 1996],and able porosity: porosity of the ash flow tuffs in the
by the intracalderatuffsat La Primavera,Mexico[Ma- Guayabo caldera, Costa Rica, appears to range behood, 1980]. The succession
of volcaniceventslead- tween 3 and 22% [Hallinan and Brown, 1995];porosing to the presenceof thick intracaldera depositsis still ity values as high as 30% are reported for the intranot completely understood; although caldera collapse caldera fill sequenceof the Valles caldera [Goff and
is commonly associatedwith the major eruption, recur- Gardner,1994];and the NeapolitanYellowTuffsof the
rent calderacollapseand/or recurrentsurfacedeforma- PhlegraeanFields calderahaveporositiesreaching50%
tion have been also deduced for a number of ash flow
[Ascoleseet al., 1993]. The conductivity-porosity
hiscalderassuchas Santorini,Greece[Druitt and Francav- togramshownin Figure 2a (adaptedfrom Clauserand
iglia, 1992],and the PhlegraeanFields,Italy [Bianchi Huenges[1995]) demonstratesthat the high-porosity
et al., 1987].
volcanicrocks(with a mean thermal conductivityk of
Detailed hydrological and geothermal studies of the 1.9 W m -• K -• are about 1.5-2.0 times less conduchydrothermal systemsin ash flow calderashave focused tive than the other rocks, and Figure 2b shows that

on the flow paths of hydrothermalfluids [e.g., Elder, "tuff(ites)"belongto the family of volcanicrockswith
1981;Soreyet al., 1991;McConnelet al., 1997]. None the lowest possible thermal conductivity. A series of
deal with the "large-scale"processesthat, in our definition, include the caldera, the magma chamber,and their
embeddingsand involve large time spans;existing studies on active calderassuchas Long Valley, Yellowstone,
Taupo, or the PhlegraeanFields only yield information
on the short-duration behavior. Fortunately, thermomechanicalmodels can be constrainedusingpetrophysical data availablefrom abundantfield and drilling stud-

measurementsin the ash flow tuffs of the Long Valley
caldera, including the Bishop Tuff, gives k rangesfrom

ies.

be noted that the surroundingrocks have rather high k
compared to that of the ash flow tuffs; for example, Paleozoic metasedimentsof the Long Valley caldera and
the adjacent granites are characterizedby valuesof 4.2

In this paper, we investigate a number of the unresolved problems including the formation and deep
geometry of the caldera faults, the thermal regime at
depth, and the relationshipsbetweenthe magmatic system and the surface features

of ash flow calderas.

Our

analysisis restricted to the effectsof the reservoirgeometry, the surface deposition, and the regional stress
regime, all of which can affect the style of caldera collapse [Lipman, 1997]. Our study of thermal and mechanical processeswithin calderas,has incorporated experimentally constrainedbrittle-ductile-elasticrheological laws and laboratory measurementsof thermal conductivities and densities,as well as the changesin these
properties during caldera evolution. The first part of

0.8 to 2.2 W m-• K -• for the samplescomingfrom
shallow wells and a mean value of about 2.2 W m -•

K -• for the BishopTuff [Soreyet al., 1991].The k values for shallow lying tuffs in the Phlegraean Fields are

lower,between0.40 and 0.85 W m-• K -1, depending
on the water content [Corradoet al., 1998]. It must

and 2.8-3.3W m-• K -•, respectively.In otherwords,
the

ash flow

tuffs

are at least

1.3 times

less conduc-

tive than the surrounding rocks, and this conductivity
contrast can easily jump to more than 3.
The high porosity of the ash flow tuffs measured in

the Taupovolcaniczone[Coleet al., 1998]increases
the
density contrast between the intracaldera units and the
embedding rocks. Ignimbrites, with density ranges be-

tween900 and 2400 kg m-a, are basicallylessdense
than other lavas. For example, the ignimbrite density in the Taupo volcanic zone is between 1300 and

23,084
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creaseswith depth as suggestedby Rytuba [1994],we
could expect the high-conductivity ring faults bordering the intracalderaash flow tuffs to have a significant
thermal effect, "channelizing"part of the lateral heat

lOO

•

lowporosity(lp)

8o

,•

•. 60

_

OF CALDERAS

hp = lava,tu•,
tuffbreccias,
MORB
mean= 1.9 +/- 0.4 (s.d.)
(n-- 92)

flow. It must be noted, however, that quartz-rich rocks
become less conductive with increasing temperature,
whereas the ash flow units are assumed to become less

• 40

2O

- •

lp
=rhyolite,
andesite,

basalt(excl.MORB)
mean= 2.9 +/- 0.7(s.d.)

_

(n-- 234)

o

0.5

1.5

porous(andlessinsulating)with increasing
depth.The

2.5

3.5

4.5

5.5

Thermal conductivity(W/m/K)

combination of these two effectsshould result in depthdependentconductivity contrastsbetweenthe ash flow
tuffs and caldera faults. The effectsof high- and lowconductivity rocks embeddedwithin rocks of "normal"
conductivityhave still to be investigated.In the present
study we merely take a first step forward by considering
a simplified heat transfer model as presentedin section
3.2.

quartz

b)

7.7W/m/K

3. Caldera "Snapping" and Heat
Refraction' Analytical Assessment

volcanic
•
r

In this section we make several simplified analytical
estimations

air / water

0.02/ 0.6 W/m/K

non-quartz

minerals
1.5-5.0 W/m/K

for the conditions

of caldera subsidence and

the thermal effectsof the laterally varying thermal properties. In the later sections,basedon the resultsof these
estimations, we develop pure numerical models, free of
the restricting assumptionsimposedby the analytical
approach.

3.1. Static Conditions of Caldera Snapping

Figure 2. (a) Thermalconductivities
of rockspresent
Investigation of the thermomechanical behavior of
in ashflowcalderasettings[fromClauserandHuenges,
ash
flow calderas requires some simple initial idea of
1995].(b) Quartz-richrockspresentin borderfaultsof
calderasare conductivematerial whereastuff(ite)s are the conditionsof their formation, suchas location of the
poorlyconductivematerial. The effectsof porosity(a) caldera with respect to the magma chamber, size and
and pressure are discussedin the text.
depth of the chamber,thicknessof the deposits(which
plays a double role as a surface load and as a ther-

mal insulator),and critical overpressure
in the magma
2300kg m-a; for the calderafill sequences
with m 15% chamber. Without at least an approximate knowledge
porosityat Vallescalderait is around2200 kg m-a; of these parameterswe may have difficultiesin setting

for the Guayabo caldera, Costa Rica, it is between 900

up the thermal and mechanical problem for numerical

and 2400kg m-3 [Hallinanand Brown,1995]. From modeling.
gravity modeling of the Los Azufres caldera, Mexico,

A very simple mathematical formulation can be used

Campo-Enriquez
and Gatdubo-Monroy[1995]suggested to explain the formation and location of the ring faults.
a depth-averaged
densitycontrastof-300 kg m-3 be- As was recently shown on the basis of analysisof bendtween the caldera infill and embeddingrocks.

ing and segmentationof the oceaniclithosphere at the

2.2.

spreadingcenters[Buck,1997],a localizedfaultingor
snapping(prior to distributed"crunching")of a bent

Fractured

Rocks

Ring faults and fractures are locally filled with quartz
rich rocksthat, as suggested
in Figure 2b [Clauserand
Huenges,1995],are probablymoreconductivethan the

thin plastoelastic layer occurs when the maximum
value of the local elastic bending moment exceedsthe

other rocks. This is supported by recent heat flow stud-

shownthat this condition is valid for layers thinner than
10 km. For our case, this implies that bending of the

ies [Guillou-Frottieret al., 1996] that suggesthigh k

valuesfor quartzites(around5-6 W m-1 K-1, i.e., 2
times higher than for the crustal backgroundand 4
times higher than for the intracaldera ash flow units.
It is obvious that such a large lateral conductivity contrast between the caldera fill sequencesand the caldera
borders can modify steady state heat transfer patterns.
Thus, if the width of the border faults essentially in-

respectivevalueof the plasticmoment.Buck[1997]has

chamberroof (thickness
of 2-3 km) shouldmostlyresult
in localizedfaulting(andnot in crunching)at the places
of highest flexure and justifies our analytical model of

roofbendingand snapping(Figure3) described
in Appendix A. As predicted by our model, the maximum
flexural

stress rr inside

the caldera

roof is reached

at

the bordersof its upper surface(x = 0); here it be-
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Figure 3. Diagram of the calderaroof snappingscenario;d is the roof thickness,R is the caldera
radius, h is the thicknessof the deposits,P is the overpressure,and F is the cutting edge force

appliedat the calderacenter(x - R) (seetext for definitions).

comesequal(seeequation(A12))to 3P(R/d)2, where MPa for granite-like rocks at the upper surface of the
P is the normalload appliedto the cover(equalto the

chamber

roof would

be from

20-30 to 40-60

MPa

at the

sum of the chamber pressure, weight of the deposits, interface with the magma chamber. Consequently,one
p.qh(Table 1) and the other possibleborderforces),R can assume that the rupture is more likely to be initiis the radius of caldera, and d is the thickness of the ated at the surface,either, and most probably,(1) at
strong part of the cover. The roof can break only if er the initial stagesof upward roof and local extensiondue
is greater than the local brittle rock strength err, which to overpressurein the chamber before the eruption or
is as little

as 10 or 20 MPa

at the surface and 2-3 times

higher at the brittle-ductile interface with the magma
chamber.

As follows from the relation for er and from equa-

tion (A9) in Appendix A for the edge cutting force

Fc = rrd2/6R,the largerthe caldera,the smallerthe
force or load needed

to break

it at the borders.

For

example, assumingd = 2.5 km, a thicknessof at least
3 km of ash flow deposits will be needed to provoke
border faulting and the collapseof a small caldera with

R = d (2Rid = 2). A larger calderawith R: 10
km (2l•/d: 8) will collapseundera much(16 times)

(2) at the stageof downwardroofflexureunderthe load
of the erupted deposits and due to the underpressurein
the partly emptied magma chamber. In the latter case,
the rupture may start both at the top and at the bottom of the cover becauseeven though the rock strength
increases with depth, the extended lower part of the
chamber roof may appear weaker than the compressed
upper part due to the asymmetry in responseto compression and extension.
Unfortunately, the thin-plate approximation doesnot
allow one to account for stressdepth distributions associated with the real geometryand mechanicalproperties
of the system. Moreover, the assumptionof a rigid flexible cover would not work for very shallow or very "hot"
calderas where the cover may no longer be rigid. As

lower load, correspondingto only a 20-m-thick surface
deposit layer or to overpressuresin the magma chamber
of only few megapascals.The same argument is valid
for the critical edge force, which is several times higher will be shownin later two-dimensional
(2-D) modeling
for a small caldera (2Rid -- 2) than for a large one sections, faults do indeed tend to initialize at the bor(21•/d > 6). Thus only a 10 m thicknessof surfacede- ders but may propagate in directions opposite to what
posits, or .-•1 MPa of the subsurfaceoverpressure,will is expected in the elastic model. This is due mainly
be sufiScientto break the roof of a magma chamber with to the additional strain localizations around the curved
(2l•/d) = 10, as againstvalues25 times greaterfor a cornersof the magma chamber and to depth-dependent
calderawith (2/•/d) = 2 and 100 times greaterfor a inelastic rheologicalproperties.

calderawith (2R/d):

1.

In caseswhere/• >/k (with/k •_ (4-5) d beingthe flex-

In general,one needsa higher bendingstressto break ural wavelength[Timoshenkoand Woinowsky-Krieger,
the magma chamber roof from below than from above 1959]),the secondderivativeof the deflection,td•, will
becausethe brittle rock strength rrw increaseswith have more than one local extreme. Consequently, the
depthz (or pressure)by • 0.6 pg(z q- h) for compres- roof of the magma chamber may also be broken in the

sionand ,,• 0.3 p#(z + h) for extension;a tr• of •10-20

intermediate

zones between

the center and the borders

23,086
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of Variables

Values and Units

Definition

a

n.d.

inner caldera radius

am
A

n.d.
Pa -'• s-X

Fourier coefficient
material constant

b

n.d.

outer caldera radius

bm
cm

n.d.
n.d.

Fourier coefficient
Fourier coefficient

d

km

caldera

D

N m

flexural rigidity

Comments

analytical thermal
analytical thermal
power law
analytical thermal
analytical thermal
analytical thermal

model
model
model
model
model

roof thickness

E

8 x 10xøN m-e

Young'smodulus

fw

n.d.

fault

F

N m- •

force

g

9.8 m s-e

acceleration
dueto gravity

h
hr

m, km
10 km

thicknessof deposits
decay scale of heat production

H

km

chamber

H*

kJ tool-•

activationenthalpy

power law

Hs

9.5 x 10-•ø W kg-•

surface
heatproduction
rate

upper crust

Hc2Cc•
-• 1.7 x 10-•a K s-•

radiogenic
heat

lower crust

k

W m-• K -•

thermalconductivity

ki

n.d.

thermal conductivity

ignimbrites

kf

n.d.

thermal conductivity

kx

n.d.

thermal conductivity

fault
host rocks

kc•
k•e
km
Ka

2.5 W m-• K -•
2.0 W m-• K -•
3.5 W m-x K -•
me s-•

thermalconductivity
thermalconductivity
thermalconductivity
coefficientof diffusion

L

250 km

thermal thickness of the lithosphere

m
M

n.d.
N

index of Fourier series
flexural moment

n

3 to 5

stress exponent

width

per unit width

ignimbrites
upper crust

thickness

upper crust
lower crust
mantle

mass diffusivity

per unit length
power law

p

Pa, MPa

pressure

P

Pa

normal

qm

n.d.

wavenumber

r,y

km, m

roofcurvature

rk
R

1.5 to 10
km, m

conductivity ratio
caldera radius

rk = kf/ki

R*

8.314 J mol-• K -•

gasconstant

power law

t

s

time

ta
T
T•
Tm
w
x
y

Ma
oC, K
m, km
1330øC
m, km
n.d., m, or km
m, km

thermal age
temperature
effective elastic thickness
T at depth L
roof deflection
horizontal distance
depth

depth

load

z

0 to i (n.d.)

am

n.d.

Fourier coefficient

•m
7m

n.d.
n.d.

Fourier coefficient
Fourier coefficient

•

n.d.

strain

i

s-x

averagestrainrate

or overpressure

analytical thermal model

lessthan geologicalage
depending on usage
instant integrated strength
analytical
analytical
analytical
analytical
analytical
analytical

models
mechanical model
thermal model
thermal model
thermal model
thermal model

(seeflexuralequations(A1)-(A2)). Suchconfigurationsplate approximation should be still valid for the chamcould give rise to the formation of the so-callednested ber cover. However, if the thickness of the chamber
calderas, even though this scenario is not necessarily approachesthe thicknessof its cover, the flexural behavior of the latter will be much more complex since it
unique.
The derivations of this section were made in the tramay becomecoupledwith the deformation of the whole
ditional way, i.e., without taking into accountthe thick- magmatic system. Suchcouplingmay increasethe innessH of the magma chamber itself. For d << H and tegratedstrengthof the "roof-magmachamber"system
d < (4-5) R (typicalthin-plateconstraints),the thin- and result in larger deformationwavelengths.Another
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Table 1. (continued)
Variable

Here

n.d.

Values and Units

stands

Definition

m2 s-1

thermaldiffusivity

n - k/p Cp

8.3 X 10-7 m2 S--1
6.7 X 10-7 m2 s-1
8.75 X 10--7m2 s-1

thermaldiffusivity
thermaldiffusivity
thermaldiffusivity

uppercrust
lowercrust
mantle
1019to 1027Pa s

Pa s

effectiveviscosity

0.25

Poisson's

2650kg m-3
2900kg m-3
J m-3 K-1

density
density
densityx specific
heat

Pa, MPa

stresscomponents

for dimensionless

between

the thermal

ratio

uppercrust
lowercrust

units

shortcomingof the simplified model is related to its inability to reproducefault geometriesand to accountfor
interactions

Comments

and mechanical

placedin a semi-infinitecrustallayer (Figure4). This
model is basedon the solution of thermal diffusionequa-

be-

tions (seeAppendixB) and hasfour major variableparameters:two geometricparameters(calderaand fault
widthsnormalizedto the verticalsizeof the system)and
3.2. Steady State Heat Refraction
two thermal parameters(conductivityof intracaldera
3.2.1. Analytical model. Previous studies have units, or ignimbrites, and conductivity of fault infill,
considered the effects of heat reflection and refraction
normalizedto that of the crust). One could also use
for particularcases[Leeand Henyey,1974;Stephenson a cylindricalor ellipticalshape[Leeand Henyey,1974]
et al., 1989;Lobkovsky
and Ketchman,1992],but little for the systemgeometry,but it has been already shown
haviors.

has been done in relation to heat refraction at depth,
which is quite different from that at the surface. In
this study, we focusedon temperature distribution and
horizontal and vertical temperature gradientsand heat
fluxes. In order to obtain easily interpretable results we
chosea simplifiedgeometrythat includesa rectangular
caldera surrounded by thin vertical border faults and

that the Cartesian model provides a lower limit on the
heat transfer anomalies becauseit tends to give systematically smoother anomaliesthan the cylindrical or

ellipticalmodel[seeGuillou-Frottieret al., 1996,Figure
4]. In sections3.2.2-3.2.3we concentrateon the effects
of varying thermal conductivities and fault widths on
the deep heat transfer.

ash flow calderas and border faults

i!•:.-!'.'c•...•i•
• .......... i.•:•,:•::':::
.........
•

.:•'•:";'•"]
•,:•.:•::
.•.
:....•
Constant
temperature
= 0 at thesurface .....

X•a

x=b

Figure 4. Diagram of the thermal model usedto investigatethe heat refractioneffectswithin

calderasettings.Ignimbrites(insulatingashflowunits)fill the internalpart of the caldera,and
conductivequartz-rich rocks are presentin the border faults. Boundary conditionsare detailed
in the text and in Appendix B. Caldera diameter is assumedto be large enoughto maintain
a constant undisturbedsurfaceheat flow at the center x = 0. This simple geometry has been
chosento evaluate the depth dependenceof heat transfer mechanisms.
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Previous studies devoted to heat refraction
at the
ular; onecan seea distortionof the iso-Glines(star),
surface(z = 0) have shownthat thermal gradients showing that the excessiveheat is more easily trans-

measured over conductors with small aspect ratios do ferred from the ignimbrites to the host rocks when a
not exhibit important variations, whereas the surface contrasting
conductive
inclusion(fault) is present.This
heat flow may vary significantly[Guillou-Frottieret al., is also outlined by the higher values of the horizontal

1996]. This phenomenoncan be easily explainedas heat flow (f) near the bottompart of the fault.
a result of the constant temperature condition at the
surface, enforcing smooth variations of the temperature gradients below the surface. The analytical solutions given in Appendix B allow us to investigatethe
deep steady state heat transfer mechanisms;however,it
should be noted that one physically valid condition for

a.=.a.

Fault widths and conductivity

The effect of the lateral

heat transfer

ratios.

near the bottom

of the fault is shown at a larger scalein Figure 6, where
the fault width has been varied from 0 to 0.06, for a

constantvalueof ki (= 0.4). Becausethe temperature
is fixed at the upper surface, there is no strong dis-

largecalderas(an undisturbedand constantheat flow tortion of temperature gradient near the upper surface.
valueat the centerof the caldera)has beenchosenfor At depth, however,the presenceof the conductivefault
this simplified model. Tests of other conditions at the (kf = 2.0) increases
the temperaturegradientsaround
center of the caldera did not result in the same therand within it. In the caseof a "thick"fault (Figure6
mal field, but they were also less representativeof an (bottom)), one notesat the outeredge(right side)at
"insulating embeddedcaldera."
3.2.2. A deep-seated thermal anomaly. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show how lateral thermal conductivity

depth, an increasefollowedby a decreasein the vertical
temperature gradient G. This phenomenonis due to
the adjustment of the thermal field to the changesin
variations
disturb the isotherms and heat transfer at
fault width and conductivity values. For a thin fault
depth. Even though this model is simplified(mainly this local maximum of temperature gradient would be
Cartesian geometry, steady state regime, "dry" condi- observedonly for rather large conductivity contrasts,
tions,largecalderahypothesis),it appearsto be largely exceedingany reasonablevalues.When a distortedisosufficient to demonstrate a number of quite unexpected G line crossesthe fault, a vertical heat flow anomaly
thermal effects.
appearsat its outer side. As can be observedfrom FigFigure 5 is divided into two parts, the center of the ure 6, the wider the fault, the stronger the anomaly.
calderabeing located at x = 4 and the borderfaults at However, the relative effectsof variations in ru, ki, and

x = 1 (Figure5, left) and x = 7 (Figure5, right). The
dimensionlessthermal conductivity of the ignimbritesis

the samein both cases(ki = 0.3). In the casein Figure
5(left), the fault is represented
by a verticalinterfaceof
zerowidth (fw = 0) andthe ignimbritescontactdirectly
with the hostrocks.Forthe casein Figure5(right),the
fault is wide (fw = 0.1) with a conductivityratio of
rk = 7 (kf = 2.1). Surfaceanomaliesof the vertical
temperaturegradients(G0) and heat fluxes(F0) are
also shown at the bottom of Figure 5. Temperature

k! are not soobviousand thushaveto be investigated.
With large calderas,as has been shown,the thermal
field is disturbed

over distances that

are much shorter

than the width of the caldera. Consequently,the high
conductive

fault can be considered

as a finite width

ver-

tical layer sandwichedbetweentwo different media com-

posedof low conductiveignimbrites(inner or caldera
side)and the hostrocks(outerside). The mediumwith
a smallerconductivitydifference(the hostrock,by definition, ki < kl < kj) will disturbthe thermalfield

(T) and vertical gradient(G) are continuous
through in the vicinity of the fault to a less extent than the
any horizontalplane,whereasthe verticalheatflow (F) mediumwith the higherconductivitycontrast(intrahas discontinuities on the sides of the vertical interfaces.
calderaunits). Consequently,
sincein nature the conIn Figure 5(left) (fw = 0), low heat flow valuesare ductivity ratio r• can be hardly higher than 10, and
obtainednear the inner side (to the right) of the dis- k•/k• is < 2, onecanexpectthat the effectof wristion
continuity becausethe temperature gradient decreases in r• is controlled primarily by the ignimbrite conduc-

from the center(x - 4 in Figure5) to the edge(x = 1)

tivity ki and not very muchby the valuesof kj.
of the insulating part of the model. On the outer sideof
Figure 7 showsthe resultsof severaltests where G is
the discontinuity,the better conductingrocks promote plotted versus horizontal distance for fixed depths. In
a higher heat flow. The vertical heat flow anomaly is Figure7(top), r• is increasedby changingboth ki and
located in the vicinity of the discontinuity,and the heat kf. The thermal anomalyis observedat the outer side
flow almost recovers its undisturbed state, in the host of the fault when G values are greater, for example, at
depth z = 0.95 than at depth z = 0.99; we have obrocksin Figure 5(left).
In Figure 5(right) (fw = 0.1, sameki of 0.3, and tained similar signaturesfor a fixed value of rk = 3 and
rk = 7), the bottom plot showsthat the surfacever- variableki and kf. Figure7(middle)showsthreecases
tical heat flow jumps over the fault, while the surface where ki is fixed at 0.4, while r• increasesfrom 3 to 6.
temperature gradient stays the sameas for the previous The experiments
in Figure7(top)andFigure7(middle)
case(seecomplementary
plot in Figure5(left)). In this showthat that a significantthermal anomaly is present
case,the vertical variation of the temperature gradient (markedby star) when the ignimbritesare sufficiently
G within and aroundthe fault at depth is quite irreg- insulating,regardless
of the valueof kf. Figure7(bot-
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Figure 5. Thermal field within and around the calderafor two cases.On the left, resultsfor a
fault of no width; on the right, results for a fault with width fw - 0.1 to emphasizethe thermal

anomaly(star). However,the conductivityratio rk - 7 (k! - 2.1 and ki -0.3) stayswithin the
reasonablerangeof values.TemperaturesT and the other valuesare dimensionless
(seetext),
while the undisturbedheat flowvalueequals1. (top) Isothermsupliftedby the insulatingeffect
of the ignimbrites. Horizontal heat flow f is continuousthrough the vertical discontinuities,
contrarily to the horizontal temperature gradient g. For no width, the vertical temperature
gradient G near the fault showsa smoothvariation with increasingdepth, in contrastto the case
on the right. Sharpverticalheat flow variations(F) are observedcloseto the discontinuity.For
large width, variationsof G and F with depth showthat the fault width accountsfor the lateral
and F0, with no surprising
effect(heatflowshowsa peakoverthe conducting
fault). Indeed,the
fixed temperature condition at the surhce implies that the anomaly must be deep seated.
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mal anomaly to develop. Tests where a conductivefault
wasembeddedwithin two semi-infiniteinsulatingmedia

horizontal distance

(horizontal
exaggeration
= 1.8 )

3.0

2.8

3.2

0.0
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2.8
3.0
3.2
....
' .................
' ................
' 0.0

(andhencewith no symmetryin the solution)did not
yield thermal anomaliesat the outer sidesof the fault.
Heat excess from both sides of the fault was transmitted

inside the fault. However, this problem does not correspondto our study where unusualrocksare represented
by intracaldera units and not by the fault.
0.5

0.5

4. Coupled Thermomechanical
Numerical

Model

4.1. Numerical
1.0

1.0
0.0
iFault width

0.02

Approach

To investigate the coupled thermomechanicalevolution of the calderas, we adopted a numerical approach

that allowsfor brittle and nonlinearviscous(i.e., ductile) rheologyandcomplexgeometrical
structures.This
approach is based on the PARAVOZ code, the kernel of which was derived by A.N.B. Poliakov and Y.

:

-0.5

0.5

.__.

Podladchikov[Poliakovet al., 1993a,b] from the Fast

Lagrangian
Analysis
ofContinua
algorithm
(FLAC©)
originallydevelopedby P. Cundall[CundallandBoard,

1988;Cundall,
1989]. LikeFLAC(!•
), PARAVOZ
is
1.0

1.0

-0.0

a large strain and fully explicit time-marching numerical algorithm based on the Lagrangianmoving mesh
method. The latter allows for large-strain solution of
Newton's full dynamic equation of motion holding a locally symmetric small-strain formulation generallyused
in continuum

0.5

0.5-

mechanics:

(1)
where•vi/Ot is acceleration,!/is the acceleration
dueto
gravity, and p is the density. In its genericform, Newton's equation of motion inherently implies the other

1.0

1,0-

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

Temperaturegradient

0.5

1.9

3.3

4.7

Heat flow

Figure 6. Details of the vertical temperature õradient
G and heat flow F near the conductive fault, for three

Newton laws and the conservation
laws (momentum
and energy). Equation(1) is derivedfrom this equation of motion, under the assumption of continuum finite deformation of an incompressiblebody based on
local observanceof the linear momentum principle and

usingthe divergencetheorem of multivariable calculus.

Henceequation(1) corresponds
to small-strainformulation
but
can
be
used
for
globally
large-strainproblems
fault widths(fw = 0, 0.02,and0.06). The positive
anomaly(star) appearson the outer sideof the fault if solved in local coordinatesby updating these coor(within the embeddingrocks)and for the largestfault dinates at each time step in large-strain mode. In the
widths.

Lateral

heat transfers

are discussed in the text.

Lagrangian method the incrementaldisplacementsare
added to the coordinates, allowing the mesh to move
and
deform with the material. Unlike common implicit
tom) demonstrates
the effectof differentfault widths
at fixed conductivity values, and the geometric effect finite
element
methods
(FEM),FLAC
© methods
do
is clearly seen in the development of the anomaly. For not need to form a global stiffnessmatrix, which makes
a wide conductive fault, temperature gradients remain the coordinate updates very simple: at each time step
rather highat the outersideof the fault (seealsoFigure the new positionsof the meshgrid nodesare calculated
6), leadingto a moredisturbedthermalfield outsideof from the current velocity field using an explicit procethe caldera.

dure (two-stageRunge-Kutta).For example,the local

Obviously, the obtained results depend on the chosen area rotation at large strain is taken into accountby adboundary conditions that are detailed in Appendix B. justingthe localstresstensorcomponents
o'ij
Among these, the finite width of the caldera,leadingto coiko'kj
- O'ikCOkj),
wherefiniterotationcoiscomputed
as
1
no lateral heat conduction at the center, allows the ther- coij- • (•vi//•xj - •Vj//•Zi) [Cundall,
1989].Thispa-
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Figure 7. Depth variationof horizontalcrosssections(fixedvaluesfor z) of the temperature
gradientin and aroundthe fault; rk is variedtogetherwith ki and k! (top); rk is variedwhile
ki = 0.4 is fixed (middle);and (bottom) fault width fw is variedfor fixed valuesof r• and ki.
The presenceand the size of the star indicate the relative importance of the thermal anomaly.
io•l •h•
is stable even when ,h•
n•r cl•nlqwith lc•cnllyplnln-qtrnin cc•ntinl•]rn rn•chnnlr-q ...... ,ha, ,h .......
problems and thus the assumptionof locally symmetric modeled physical system is unstable, as is quite often

strain/stresstensorin equation(1) holds.

the case with

Even for static problems, the use of dynamic equations of motion is an important advantagebecauseit en-

and magma. The solutions to the equations of motion
provide velocities at mesh points, which are used to cal-

nonlinear

materials

such as crustal

rocks
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featuresof
culateelementstrains5ij. Thesestrainsarethenused behavedsystems)with someadvantageous
the FEMs such as implicit matrix-oriented solution
schemes
and the possibilityof usingcustom-shapedelecrijandequivalent
forces(pOvi/Ot),
whichformtheba-

in constitutive

relations

to calculate element stresses

sicinput for the next calculationcycle.For elasticand
brittle [Byerice,1978]materialsthe constitutiverela- ing equations,the FLAC methodemploysa dynamic
tions have the form
relaxationtechniquebasedon introducingartificialiner-

ments.
Toallow
forthe
•)plicit
solution
ofthe
govern-

=

+ Co

(2)

tial massesin the dynamicsystem. Physicalinstabilities
are thus treated in a natural way, i.e., through dissipation of the strain energy by convertingit into kinetic

with C, Co beingmaterialparameters.For ductilerhe- energy.The adaptiveremeshing
technique[Poliakovet
ologythe constitutiverelationsbecome
al., 1993a,b] enablesoneto resolvestrainlocalizations
=
(3) leadingto formationof the faults. Sincesomeof the rheologicalparametersare temperature-dependent,
equa1
1/2
tions
(1)
to
(3)
are
coupled
with
the
thermal
transport
wheresij is thestrainrate,andcr- (•criicrij) isthe

ef[ectivestress(second
invariantof the deviatoricstress equation:
pCpOT/Ot
- div(k.VT) + (v.V)T = Hs,
tensor).The parameters
n (theeffectivestressor power

(4)

lawexponent)
andB (constitutive
parameter)
describe

the propertiesof a specificmaterial. For the disloca- wherev is the velocitytensor,Cp is the specificheat,

tioncreep,B - Ae(-H'/R'T) Theexponent
n usually k is the thermal conductivity tensor, H• is radiogenic

equals3 to 5 and A (materialconstant)is depth-and heatproductionper unit volume(hereweusethe values
temperature-dependent
(Table1 andTable2); seealso adoptedby Burovet al. [1993];seeTable2). Techni[Kohlstcd
½tal., 1995]. For brittle and elasticmateri- cally, the temperatureincrementdue to the diffusive
als,C is usuallyonlydepth-dependent
(thoughit may and heat generationtermsis calculatedon eachtime
dependon strainandstressfor somebrittlematerials). step,whereasthat due to the heat advectionterm is
The plasticrheologyusedhere is a cohesion-softeningaccountedfor automatically by deforming the temperfield. This
Mohr-Coulombplasticity with friction angle 300 and ature field togetherwith the displacement
splitting
is
possible
because
a
very
short
automatically
cohesiondecreasingfrom 20 MPa at zero strain to 0
to satisfythe "frozen
at 0.01 strain. These parameters are supposedto re- adoptivetime stepis used,chosen
field"
condition
[Marti
and
Cundall,
1982].This means
producethe Brittle propertiesof the subsurface
rocks
that
the
time
step
is
computed
to
be
so short that in[G½rbault
½tal., 1998].The valuesfor the othermateformation
(stress,
heat,
etc.)
cannot
significantly
proprial parametersare givenin Tables1 and 2.

TheFLAC(•-like
algorithm
used
inPARAVOZ
com- agate
between
the
neighboring)elements
during
asingle

bines the advantagesof the classicalfinite difference step.The solverof the FLAC methoddoesnot imply
unlikemost commethod(explicittime-marching
solutionof the alge- any inherentrheologyassumptions,
mon
finite
element
techniques
based
on the displacebraic equationsmaking it possibleto deal with illTable 2. Parametersof DislocationCreepfor LithosphericRocksand Minerals

Mineral/Rock

Quartzite
(dry)
Diorite(dry)
Diabase
(dry)
Olivine/dunite (dry)
dislocation

at rrl -rra

A,

H*,

Pa -'• s- 1

kJ mol- 1

5 X 10-12
5.01x 10-ls
6.31X 10-20

190

3

212

2.4

276

3.O5

520

3

7x 10-14

climb

< 200 MPa

Olivine

Dorn's dislocation glide
at o'1 --iT3 > 200 MPa

R* T

•

wheredo=5.7 x 10TMS-1

•ro=8.5 x 103MPa and H* =535 kJ mo1-1

Thesevaluescorrespond
to the lowerboundson the rock strengths[Braceand Kohlstedt,1980;
Carterand Tsenn,1987;TsennandCarter,1987;KirbyandKronenberg,
1987].
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ductile lower crust layer with similar rheologybut with

higherdensity(Table 2). The effective(nonlinear)vis-

FLAC
© feature,
arbitrary
nonlinear
constitutive
laws cosity•Uefr
- rr(2•(rr,P, T))-1 of the layersis deter-

can be easily plugged into the numerical schemewithout any additional subiterations and be treated in a

minedby the ductilecreeplaw (Table l) andis strongly
temperature-(T), pressure-depth-(P),
and strain rate

validphysical
way.Theother
advantage
oftheFLAC(• (•)-dependent.
Forthe representative
rheological
pa-

method over most commontechniquesis that no large
stiffnessmatrix assemblages
are to be inverted during
the computations. This allows for much better numerical resolutionand larger displacementsthan can be usu-

ally affordedusinga traditional FEM code. Thus, in our
problem, one can simulate the formation of nonpredefined faults using a uniform high-resolutiongrid. This
is different from most other techniques,which would re-

rameters(Table l) the viscositychangesby a factor of
4-10 above and below the depth correspondingto the
mean valueof 102øPas. The elasticparametersare
identicalfor both layers(Young'smodulusE- 0.8 GPa
and Poissonratio •2 - 0.25). The magmachamberis
filledwith hot (andthuslowviscosity)quartz-controlled
(silicic)magma. Theoretically,at 800øC,the magma

viscosity
maybe aslowas106-107
Pas [Clemens,
1998;

quireeitherspeciallypredefinedelements(e.g.,slippery C.Jaupart, personalcommunication,1998]. The charnodes)or localmeshprerefinements,
both unacceptable acteristic times in the model are determined by the kinein our case.

4.2. Mechanical

Model Setup

We use a full 2-D Cartesian model with no axial symmetry, which is needed to reproduce asymmetric features in caldera and borderfault geometry. In this study
we chose a classical

scenario

with

a central

evacuation

matic boundary conditions and by viscousresponseof
the embeddingcrust. However, the characteristictimes
in the model are thus determined by the velocity boundary conditions and by the viscous responseof the embedding crust. Associateddeformation rates are of the

orderof l0 -13 s-1, whichyieldsnegligiblylow magma
stresses
of 10-8 Pa. For this reason,thereis no needto

vent. Our thermomechanical model comprisesa 50 km
x 20 km box with crustal rheology,which embedsa rect-

represent the entire viscosity range in the model, and

angularmagmachamberof thicknessH (5 to l0 km).
The top of the chamberis placedat a depth d (2 to 5
kin) belowthe surface(Figure'8). The diameterof the

the magma chamber and the embeddingrock would be
sufficientto calculate deformation of the magma cham-

chamber is equal to 2_Rand has been varied between
d and 25d. The numerical grid consistsof 16,000 to
256,000 quadrilateral elementsof size 250 m x250 m to

s which is 3 to 5 orders lower than the viscosity of the

72.5 m x72.5

was not modeled.

m.

To prevent mesh-locking at large strains, each element is composed of two overlaid couples of constantstrain triangular subelements. The embedding rock
is presented by two rheological layers: a 10-km-thick

any significantviscositycontrast(2-5 orders)between

ber [Chdryet al., 1991]. We chosea valueof l016 Pa

upperandlowercrust(1019to l021Pas).
Largely to save CPU time, the magma convection
To simulate

thermal

and mechani-

cal conditions of the upper boundary layer present in
the convecting magma chamber, the upper quarter of
the magma chamberwas not filled with hot magma but
was "substituted" by constant overpressureof l0 MPa

elastic-plastic
(Mohr-Coulomb)-ductile
uppercrustlayer (mostcommonly
inferredvalue[e.g.,C'hdryet al., 1991])
with friction angle300, and a 10-km-thick elastic-plastic- where heat diffusion only occurs. Short timescale pres-

ignimbrite

deposits

Figure 8. Setup for the mechanicalnumericalmodel. Propertiesof the materials are given in
Tables

1 and 2.
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olution tests by decreasingthe grid sizeby factor of 2, 4,

interactions[Dobran and Papale, 1993], are not con- and 8. The choiceof the time step is ensured automatsidered in our model. Becausethe upper part of the
partly emptied reservoir is void of magma, this layer

actsas a thermalinsulator(thermalconductivityof the
"empty"elementsis replacedby that of the air). Direct
heat radiation through a transparentgaslayer and gas
convection

are not considered.

4.3. Boundary

and Initial

ically using stability and convergencecriteria derived
by Marti and Cundall[1982],who haveshownthat the
time step should be smaller than the time of propagation of elastic compressionalwave through smallest
grid element, Maxwell relaxation, and heat propagation time. To save computing time, we chosea resolution sufficient to resolve major border faults but not

the smallerones(secondorder,etc). Furthergridrefine-

Conditions

ment doesnot result in qualitative changesin the behavThe bottom condition is a pliable Winkler basement,
ior of the faulted system;it only affectsthe width of the
which simulates the responseof the underlying weak
shear bands and the distribution of the secondaryand
lowercrust (for the geothermand depth intervalused,
smaller order faults, yielding infinitely refining fractal
the viscosityof the lowercrustis •10 •9 Pa s). The
lateral boundary conditions are given in velocities. In distributionswith increasingresolution[Poliakovet al.,

grid sizewe observed
the calculations, the amount of material that leaves 1994].In all testswith decreased
that stress concentration
zones obtained in a "low"through the evacuationvent is redistributed around on

the surface.

We used a diffusion

mass transfer

law on

resolution

mode coincide

with

fault

localization

zones

obtainedat higherresolution. Consequently,higherrester [Avouacand Burov, 1996]. This law has a form olution basically allows one to obtain a more accurate
fault geometry of the primary fault locations already
Oh/Ot = Ii'• /X h, where Ii'• is a scale-dependent
diffuwell resolved by the lower-resolutionmodels.
sion/erosioncoefficientand h is the surfaceelevation.
4.4.1. Caldera collapse in the absence of the
Kd was adjusted empirically to achieve timely redistriregional stress field, frozen-in temperature field.
bution of the extruded material. The choice of this,
Here we investigated the relationshipsbetween three
or any other, law is not principally important, but it
major geometric parameters of the caldera: horizonis known that diffusion allows for more realistic deposit
tal size (2/•), depth to the magmachamber(d), and
layeringthan, for example,fiat depositionand automatthe surface to redistribute

extruded

and eroded mat-

ically insures mass conservation for the extruded material.

The

volume

of the extruded

material

is calculated

thicknessof the overpressured
magma chamber(H).

We studied six general casesshown in Figures 9 and

10: (1) 2t•/H = 1 ("S, small caldera"),2t•/d = 2,
(2) 2t•/H = 2 ("M, mediumcaldera"),2t•/d = 4, (3)
2R/H = 2.4 ("ML, medium-to-large
caldera"),2Rid =
4.8, (4) 2t•/H = 3 ("L, large caldera"), 2t•/d = 6,
(5) 2t•/H = 5 ("XL, very largecaldera"),2Rid = 10,
4.4. Numerical Experiments
and (6) 2t•/H = 15 ("XXL, extremelylargecaldera"),
The thickness d of the ignimbrite calderas does not
= 30.
significantlychangefrom one calderato another(d =
At the first stagesof the large calderacase (Fig2-5 km). This allowsus to fix d at a representative ures 9a and 9b, bottom) somesurfaceuplift occurs
from the imposed conditions on the overpressurein the
magma chamber. For simplicity, the overpressurewas
kept constant in these experiments.

value of 2.5 km and to vary/• and H only. We implemented two groupsof experiments:one with a stationary frozen-in temperature field, and the other with full
time-dependent heat conduction and advection. The
first group applies to the caldera collapsethat occurs
rapidly, and the initial thermal field has no time to diffuse. The secondgroup considersboth the collapseand
the long-term postcollapseevolution, for which an account of the thermal transport is indispensable.
The experiments with a frozen-in temperature field
were subdivided into two subgroups. In the first, we

assumedfar-fieldboundaryvelocitiesequalto zero (no
regionalcompression
or extension);in the second,we
investigated the influence of backgroundtectonic extension. During these experimentswe assumeda typical steady state crustal geotherm correspondingto the
parameters from Table 1.
The numerical experiments were started from
problem-specific tests of the code, including comparisonswith analytical predictionsand convergenceor res-

due to an overpressuredchamber. In this case, upward caldera roof bending precedesthe collapseand the
flexural stress concentrates at the upper corners of the
chamber, resulting in the formation of inverseinclined
border faults propagatingfrom the top to the bottom of
the chamber

roof.

The inclination

of the faults

is con-

trolled by the friction angle, which determinesprincipal
failure

direction

in the frictional

material.

Extruded by overpressure, the magma leaves the
chamber and undergoes various physical and chemical modifications that, in our model, are simulated by
change of the thermal conductivity, density, and mechanical strength of the magma to those of the residual ignimbrites accumulatingas a surfaceload on the
cover of the magma chamber. When this load can no
longer be supported by the chamber pressureand roof
strength, the chambercoverstarts to flex downand sub-

side(Figures9a and 9b, middle). Roofbendingresults
in the failure at the borders(in perfectagreementwith
our analyticalestimations)and in the initiationof nor-
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Figure 9a. Consequentphasesof the caldera collapseand developmentof the border faults
with regionaltectonicstressfor deviatoricshearstressdistribution(secondinvariantof the stress
tensor).

mal inclined border faults cutting through the cover,or
in the reactivation of the faults formed during the upward flexure of the cover precedingthe collapse. The
roof slidesdown on the inclined faults, but this displacement is limited by the inward dipping geometry of the

the cover and, naturally, as long as there is free space

now in a more favorable

during the possibleuplift phase(in this casethey first
appearas inversefaults) and propagateupwardto the
surface.This particular behavioris differentfrom what
is expectedon the basisof simple analytical elastic estimations, which suggestthat the faults preferentially
start at the surfacein the uplift phaseand at the depth
in the subsidencephase.

left.

The experimentin Figure9 (L caldera)demonstrates

that the inclined border faults can be formed during the
uplift phase and finally shaped during the subsidence
cover(Figures9 and 10). This slidingis alsoprevented phase. The inclined faults are followedby subvertical
by eventual fault locking due to friction, which contin- faults that mostly start at depth and propagate upuously increaseswith accumulation of the surface load. ward. The inclinednormalfaultsmay be initialized(1)
When slidingon the inclinedfaults stopsbut the normal at the surfaceduring the subsidencephase and propaload continuesto grow, the roof snapsonce again, but gatedownto the cornersof the chamberor (2) at depth
vertical

direction.

New subver-

tical border faults form, allowing for "easy" piston-like
subsidence. Such subsidenceis no longer resisted by
friction or flexural strength of the cover, and can result in an acceleratedloss of the material though the
central vent which may continue as long as there is a
disbalance between the chamber pressure and load on
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Figure 9b. Accumulatedplasticstrain. Constantgeometricparametersare coverthickness
d - 2.5 km, andchamberthickness
H - 5 km. Insertontheleft shows
directions
of thepotential
brittlefailurearoundthe magmachamber.Noteconcentrations
of theactualandpotentialcracks

at the outersideof the border.Notedeviatoric
stress
concentrations
(around10 MPa) at the

sidesof the faults, resultingin nonlithostatic
pressure
anomalies
of the sameorder,pressure

gradientsof about _>10 Pa m-•.

In the caseof small 2Rid ratios (Figures10a and
10b, top) the borderfaults cannotform sincethe flexural stressesin the magma chamber roof cannot exceedthe brittle strengthof the rocks. Startingfrom
(2R/d) > 4, bendingstressmay comecloseto the critical level. In this situation, a singlefault on an occasionallyweakersidemay appear,formingconditions
for so-called
trapdoorsubsidence
(seeFigure10bwhere

deflection,w", hastwoextremevalues(or moredepending on the 2Rid ratio) within the interval0 < x < R.
In the experimentsshownin Figures9, 10a, and 10b,
the chamber roof is not sufficientlythick in the verti-

cal direction(d = 2.5 km, 10 elementsx 0.25km) to
allow one to resolve the localization

of the deformation

associated
with the secondary
extremesof the bending
stress. The results of computations made for a thicker

(2R/d): 4.8 andFigurelc). It is noteworthy
that this magmachamberroof (d = 5 km, or 20 elements)are
collapsemechanismcouldnot havebeenreproducedas-

given in Figure 10c, which clearly showsthe formation

suminga commonlyinferredaxial symmetry.Starting of a secondaryfault systemassociatedwith the flexure
from (2R/d) = 6, the covercontinuously
breaksat all between the borders and center of the caldera.
sidesof the caldera. Finally,when(2R/d) > 10, sec4.4.2. Caldera collapse in the presence of •he
ondary zonesof roof failure may alsoappearat the em- regional stress field. In the secondgroupof experplacements where the second derivative of the flexural iments(Figure 11) we assumed
that the calderaunder-
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Figure 10a. Relationship between the geometriccharacteristicsof the magma chamber and
distribution

of the border

faults for deviatoric

shear stress distribution.

Effect

of variation

of

the ratio of the calderadiameterto magmachamberthickness(2R//-0, or thicknessof the cover
(2•/•, givenin parentheses).
The insetin the largecalderacase(2•/H - 3) is obtainedat a
high numericalresolution.Fault geometryis clearly delineatedas well as velocity field.
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Figure 10b. SameasFigure10a,exceptfor accumulated
plasticstrain.
goesextensionassociatedwith regionaltectonicdefor- sion at a constantrate of 10 mm yr-:.

As one can

mation.This experiment
is analogous
to that of Figure see,the presence
of the far-fieldstresscansignificantly
9 (2Rid = 5) exceptthat the lateralboundarycondi- modifythe distributionand geometryof faulting.The

tions now correspondto an additional far-field exten- regional extensional stressesshift the locations of the
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formationof the secondary
faults at a better numerical
resolutionof the calderaroof, imposedby larger valuesof d and H, (d- 5 km and H- 7.5 km),
with no regionaltectonicstress.Velocityfield is shownwith arrows.
zonesof minimal and maximal bending stressesin the

vokesa gradual uplift of the magma chamberand up-

magmachamberroof, leadingto the primary formation ward deformation of its bottom. This may result in a
of multiple faults in the proximity of the center of the pressurerise in the magma chamber,additionalmagma
caldera floor. In addition, the regional extensionpro- extrusions, and uplift of the cover. We believe that
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Figure11. Development
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in a regional
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extension
field(10mmyr-•; arrows
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to the velocityfield). Note the concentration
of faultsat the centerof the caldera
floorand the practicalabsence
at the borders.Nonlithostatic
pressure/stress
reaches5 MPa in
this case. The timescaleis imposedby velocity boundaryconditions.
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this scenario may partly explain the formation of deepseated and intrusion-centered ore deposits. However,
a detailed study of the influence of regional tectonic
stresseson caldera evolution requires suffcient knowledge of the tectonic history of the adjacent regions.
4.4.3. Non-steady state thermal field and mechanical response of the caldera system. Thermal perturbation resulting from the caldera collapse
may lead to the establishment of a new steady state
thermal regime with a transient period that may last
up to 0.5 m.y. and during which a seriesof thermally
controlled mechanical processesmay take place, significantly changing the geometry and conditions in the
brittle and ductile zonessurroundingthe magma chamber. Two thermal effects should have major influence

OF (7ALDERAS

the border faults. In the particular case of Plate 1 and
Figure 12, the presenceof an •l-km-thick ignimbrite

layerresultsin (1) uplift of the geothermof the brittleductile transition (BDT) in the magmachamberroof
from the initial depth of 2.5 km (roof/chamberinterface) to a depth of 1.0-1.5km (middleof the chamber
roof), (2) reductionof the flexuralstrengthof the roof,
and (3) strongmodificationof the lengthandgeometry
of the border faults which descend "normally" to the
depth of the B DT and then split into two directions:

one (major) turning aroundthe BDT zonedelineating
the magmachamber,the other (minor) followingthe

B DT boundary within the magma chamber roof. In
the casepresentedin Plate 1 and Figure 12, thermal effects resultedin a horizontal delamination of the magma
on the evolutionof the postcollapse
system:(1) heat chamber cover into two subhorizontal layers divided by
diffusionfrom the hot magmabody and (2) a thermal a zone of subhorizontal ruptures. The final geometry
blanketlug by the ignimbritic cover. The quartz-rich of the brittle zones resemblesearthquake data from the

materials(silicicmagmaand the embedding
crust)can Rabaulcalderain PapuaNewGuinea(Figure12) [Jones
easily flow by ductile creep mechanism at temperatures and Stewart, 1997], which suggestsalmostexactly the
as low as 250-300øC. The transition from "cold" brittle
samegeometry.Althoughthe ring fault geometry(inbehavior to "hot" ductile creepmay limit the propaga- wardor outwarddippingfaults)in the PhlegraeanField
tion

of the brittle

faults

and cracks and thus influence

the geometry of zonesof brittle failure. This especially
concernsthe cover of the magma chamber, of which the
upper part is brittle but the lower part may be ductile.
For these reasons,we implemented a third group of
numerical experiments that incorporate full coupling of
the heat transfer equationswith mechanicalequilibrium
and constitutive equations. In the experiment presented
in Plate 1 and Figure 12, the magma chamber has an
initial temperature of 800øC. The low conductiveignimbrite layer of the cover has a "representative" thick-

caldera has been shown to be strongly related to ver-

tical groundmotions[Troiseet al., 1997], earthquake
hypocentersare lessfocusedon the discontinuities,possibly due to the data or processinglimitations, and comparison with our results is more difficult.
Rapid changesin the thermal regime associatedwith
eruption and collapse result in thermoelastic stresses
that may also effect the evolution of the border faults
and central dome. However, this effect significantly de-

pendson (1) the thermal historyof the chambersettling and (2) the inferredrheologicalpropertiesof the

nessof 1.25 km (see Table 2 for the thermal param- magma chamber roof as well as the thermal conditions
eters). The backgroundgeothermin the surrounding at the chamberroof/magmabody interfaceand the initial temperature of the magma. The roof of the recurrently replenishedchambersshould rapidly heat up, re2.5 km (chamberroof) and 150øCat 7.5 km (cham- sulting in reduction of the caldera mechanicalthickness
ber bottom). These backgroundvaluesare well below and, consequently,in shallow faulting.
the initiation level of thermally activated creep in the
The general aim of the thermally coupled experibrittle-ductile crust, but the presenceof the hot magma ments was to demonstrate the importance of the therchamber locally increases the temperature of the em- mal effectsrather than to suggesta particular scenario
bedding rock to 200-300øC at the depth of 2.5 km, and of the thermal evolution. Here the important result
to 400øC at the depth of 7.5 km, which is sufficient is that they show that the "mechanical" geometry of
to activate ductile deformation everywhere around the the magma chamber(BDT boundary)is significantly
chamber. The magma chamber thus createsa ductile controlled by temperature, in addition to the gravity"aureole" around itself, delineated by a smoothedovoid driven deformation. Hot magma createsa large ductile
brittle-ductile boundary that can be consideredas the zonein the surroundingcrust, followingthe geometryof
"thermomechanical"geometry of the magma chamber the blurred thermal diffusion aureole around the cham(in contrastto morecommonchemical/lithological
def- ber. In our experimentsthe initially rectangularmagma
initions). The brittle deformation(cracksand faults) chamber adapted its geometryand took on a rather elwill follow this boundary without penetrating inside liptical shape. During these experimentswe also tested
(exceptpossiblyfor majorfaults). The reflectionof the quasi-Rayleigh-Taylormechanismsof chamberemplacemedia. The initial hot chammagma heat by the ignimbrite blanket on the surface ment in the brittle-ductile
results in overheating of the lower part of the magma ber was placedin the lowercrust (25 km depth) and
chamber roof, which thus becomeseven more ductile. was allowed to float up in the denser surrounds. As
This significantlyreducesthe effectivemechanicalthick- we could observe, even in the case of positive buoynessof the roof, as well as the depth and inclination of ancy, the chamber could be stopped and frozen in the
crust correspondsto a continental geotherm with ambient temperatures of about 50-70øC at the depth of
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Figure 12. Accumulated
plasticstrainfor the caseshownin Plate l. The insertshowsthe depth
distributionof theearthquakes
at Rabaulcaldera[afterJonesandStewart,1997].Horizontalscale
is slightlyexaggeratedto emphasizesimilaritiesin fault geometryand earthquakedistribution.
Rabaul caldera has planar ovoid shape of dimensionsof about 5 x 8 kin.
essentiallycontrolled by heat diffusion rates.

The timescale is

brittle layer if it had insufficient
thermalenergy(vol- effectivethicknessof the competentbrittle layer and not
ume, temperature) to ductilize the brittle surrounds. by the magma chambergeometry,just until its arrival
In any case, the roof of the chamber cover was not able at the surface. This result requiresfurther investigato rise above 2 krn depth: above this level it is difficult to ductilize the overlyingrocksbecauseof their
efficientcoolingthroughthe surface.Surprisingly,this
depth limit coincideswith the minimal depth of the
silicicmagmachambers[e.g., Cubelliset al., 1995;Hill
et al., 1998]. Another resultspecificallyrelatedto the
problem of magma chambereraplacementwas the formation of surfacenormal faults long before the actual

tion since it may help in understandingfundamental
processesoccurringin the upper crust during magma
chamber eraplacement.

In all experiments,stress-pressure
variations(10 to
50 MPa) were predictedin the vicinity of the border
faults and of the upper part of the magma chamber,

even during the quasi-steadystagesof caldera evolution. Thus even in the stationary regime, long after
arrival of the chamber at the surface. When the chamthe collapse,the nonhydrostaticstress/pressures
may
ber wasstill at 10 km depth, the inducedupwardflow be largely sufficientto drive fluid flow from the caldera
was able to create extensional stresses at the surface
to the outer side of the fault and overprint or disturb
sufficientto promote faulting. The distancebetween other circulationmechanisms
(see Gaeta et al. [1998]
these "prevolcanic"faults wascontrolledmainly by the for suchfluid-dynamiceffectsin ashflow calderas).
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tie failure zonesdelineating the brittle and ductile parts
of the magma chambercover. These could serveas conduits for the hydrothermal fluids. This effect is caused

of the Results

Our experiments have shown that the border faults by the poorlyconductiveintracalderadeposits(in addiof ash flow calderas can be created by two mechanisms: tion to the partly emptiedreservoir)screening
the heat

(1) localizedstressconcentrations
at the bordersof the comingfrom the magma body. Suchthermal insulation
calderacausedby flexureof the roof and (2) yieldingof modifiesthe characteristicsof the faults, resultingin
the preweakened
bordersunderthe normalload (pres- geometriesquite different from those usually assumed.
sureand deposits)appliedto the cover. Formationof
the continuous
symmetricborderfaults(Figurela) connected to the magma chamber occurs at intermediate

and large aspectratios (2R/t 0 of 3 (2Rid = 6) and
above. A single-sidefault may appear at aspect ra-

5.2. Implications

of Ash

Flow

for Economic Potential

Calderas

The geothermal and mineral potential of ash flow

tios of m 2.5 (2Rid • 5), thusleadingto the so-called calderas primarily depends on the flow paths of hot
trapdoorcalderacollapsescenario(Figurelc). For the fluids supposedlyleading to mineral depositionand to
largestaspectratios, 2Rid >_10, the formationof sec- anomalously hot temperatures at shallow depths. The
ondary flexural faults also becomespossible. These coupled inclined faults could also be assimilated to funnel
calderas, as outlined in Figure l e.
With respect to previous and current elastic models
our results demonstrate significant differencesin predicted fault geometry, direction of fault propagation
and possiblecrack network geometries.The use of elastic modelsis thus limited to rough estimationsof critical
aspect ratios leading to faulting.

presenceof a hot magma body under a porousand frac-

tured medium(the ignimbritecover)shouldpromotea
convectivecirculation locking the downwellingsaround
the border faults. The hot magma body and the insulating cover should also enhance forced convection

throughthe major permeablezones(centralvent and
ring faults), giving lateral temperaturegradientsthat
are favorable for increasedfluid velocitiesin the highpermeability zones, as shown by the "thermal chan-

nelization" processdescribedby Bolton et al. [1996].
The insulating effect of the ash flow units would promay be favorable for the occurrenceof deep faulting mote mushroom-shapedisotherms,often suggestedin
concentratedaround the center of the caldera. As long the sketchyfiguresexplaining anomaloustemperatures
as the extension continues, the faults propagate from within calderasettings[e.g., Lipman, 1992; Arribas et
the center to the borders and create a wider dispersed al., 1995;McConnelet al., 1997]. It mustbe notedthat
fault zone.
fluid paths and temperature history at shallow depths
Our numericalexperimentspredict that two types of are also dependent on surface topography.
border fault can be formed: inclined and subvertical.
In addition, downward bending of the caldera roof
This predictionis supportedby recentfield studies(T. creates compressional deviatoric stressesin its upper
Druitt, personalcommunication,1998). The inclined part and extensional stressesin its lower part. These
border faults can be createdas a result of roof bending stressesmay reach several megapascals,promoting imduring the uplift or following subsidencephase. The portant stress/pressuregradients directed downward
vertical border faults are associatedwith the piston-like and outward from the caldera and possiblyforcingfluid
The regional tectonic stressmay changethe style of

the caldera

vertical

evolution.

movement

An extensional

far-field

stress

of the cover and can be formed

at

the beginningof roof subsidence
or evenearlier, during
the uplift phase. The inclined faults join the vertical
ones either at the corners of the magma chamber or
somewhere

in the middle

between

the surface and the

chamber(Figures9 and 10).
The thermal anomaly induced by the thermal conductivity contrasts can cause an upward shift of the

brittle-ductile transition in the magma chamber roof

and aroundthe chamber(Plate i and Figure 12). The
density of the second-ordercrack-and-fracture network
is maximum at the outer side of the vertical faults, di-

rectly abovethe fault junction zone (Figure 9b). The
concentrationsof second-ordercracks at somedepth on
the outer side of the ring faults, quite interestingly,coincide with the locationsof the heat flow anomaliespre-

dictedby the analyticalthermalmodel(Figures5 to 7).
The coupledthermomechanical
model (Plate i and
Figure12) predictsthe possibilityof subhorizontal
brit-

circulation in that direction. Finally, stressesassociated
with the border faults may create constantly or repetitively active pressuredifferencesof at least 5-10 MPa
directed toward or away from the faults and thus pump-

ing fluids and changingthe porosity/permeabilityand
crackdensity(e.g., Figures10, 12 and Plate 1). The
concept of fault forcing on the fluid flow and permeability of the surrounding rocks is widely acceptedfor
active fault systems[e.g., Sibson,1987]but is alsoapplicable to steadily deformingsystems.This fluid flow
can be focalized and driven by nonhydrostatic largescalestress/pressure
gradientsassociatedwith caldera
subsidence,steady roof flexure, and the general evolution of the caldera system.
Some ore deposits,such as low-sulfidationepithermal
ores, are commonly found near the outer sides of the
border faults of ash flow calderas. Among the numerous examplesof such a puzzling tendencyare the highsulfidation epithermal depositsof the Lomilla caldera,
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nestedwithin the Rodalquilarcaldera,Spain[Arribaset ing realistic brittle rheology and those obtained from
al., 1995], and the low-sulfidationepithermaldeposits commonlyusedelasticstresspredictions[Buck, 1997;
of the EmperorMine, Tavua caldera,Fiji Islands[Ah- Gcrbaultet al., 1998]. Comparedto widely used 2-D
mad and Walshe,1990]. The mineralizationis associ- curvilinear axisymmetric models, our model can reproated with complexthermalfluid-dynamiceffects[Hen- duce differencesbetween the geometriesand fault disley, 1985]and requirestraps,suchassmallsecond-order tributions and uplift/subsidenceon the oppositesides
cracksand fractures branchingfrom the major fault sur- of a caldera(e.g., trapdoorsubsidence).In addition,
faces. Thus the minerals carried with the hydrothermal flow can be easily trapped in the dense fracture

many calderas are strongly elongate in the horizontal
plane and are also intersected by linear tectonic fault

networkassociatedwith the borderfaults (Figure9b).

or are found in uniaxial

tectonic extension fields. This

This fault-associated network not only enhances"trap- limits the application of axisymmetric models.
One can question whether the sharp geometry of the
ping" capabilities but also improvesthermal exchange
between the fluid and the host rocks. Moreover, the magma chamber edgesusedin the experimentsof Figconcentration
of second-order
cracks at the outer sides
ures 9 and 10 could significantly affect fault initiation.
of the border faults, as well as the anomalousheat flow A smoother geometry could be easily incorporated,but
anomaly(Figures6 and 7) might favorreheatingof the existing geologicalor geophysicaldata do not really aldeep fluids together with upwellings,and thus pressure low for a better choice of the corner geometry. For
example, the elliptic shapestypically found in the litdrops along the outer side of the faults.
Figure 11 showsthat the depth and the location of erature are often based on hypothetical considerations.
the initiated faults can be modified by the regional Nevertheless, in most of the experiments shown here,
stress regime. In the Philippines a strong extensional the primary inclined faults were initialized by upward
regional stress regime before the late Miocene led to roof flexure, starting at the surfaceand then propagatthe formationof porphyry-copper
deposits(deep-seated ing downward;the peculiaritiesof the border geometry

mineralizationclusteredin a fracturednetwork)in dis- would have no influence on this. It is also seen that the
tricts where epithermalgold (shallow-seated
mineral- faults initialized from below do not start at the chamber
ized veins) appearedin abundanceafter this period, cornerbut at somedistancefrom it (Figure10). Thus
when extensionwas only weak [Mitchell and Balce, it is unlikely that the geometry of the chamber corners
1990]. Some intrusion-centeredore depositsare at- significantlycontributesto fault initialization. Our pretributed to a "telescoping"event, where erosionwould
be the driving mechanismfor juxtaposing thesetwo dif-

liminary tests have shownthat the faults appear at the
same aspect ratios for effectively spheroidal or ellipti-

ferentstylesof ore deposit[Sillitoe,1994].Accordingto

cal chambers(comparealsowith roundedchambersin
Plate 1).

our results, erosion could bring both types of mineralization to the surface if the regional tectonic regime is

Our model accounts for various magma chamber
shapes,
but we did not really tackle the problem of how
suflSciently
modified(e.g.,fromhighto weakextension)
such
magma
chamber geometriescan be emplacedin
during the lifetime of the hydrothermal system related
the
shallow
crust.
As was mentioned in the modeling
to the magmatic structure.
section, we conducted a number of preliminary experiments on this problem and obtained quite encouraging
5.3.

Discussion

resultsshowingthat (1) an ascendingmagma cham-

In our thermomechanical model, where the intra- ber may create surface faults long before its emplacechamber pressureis kept constant, the outsidepressure ment closeto the surfaceand (2) the depthof a silicic

increasesdue to the growing normal load of the surface deposits. It is possiblethat roof collapsecan also
be caused by the suction effect due to possible pressure drop in the chamber after rapid degassingof the

magma reservoiris largely controlledby the brittle surface layer, not necessarilyby the level of neutral buoy-

ancy as commonlysuggested[Ryan, 1987; Lister and
I(err, 1991]. Nevertheless,a more completeapproach
(1) themagmaemplacemagma followingthe openingof the central vent (T. wouldbeneededto incorporate
Druitt, personalcommunication,1998). For this study mentwithin the crust, (2) the formationof the magma
the origin of the pressuredifferencedoesnot changethe reservoir,and then (3) the formationand evolutionof
mechanisms of the caldera collapse.
a caldera following the explosiveeruption.
We used a full 2-D Cartesian model with no axial
In the numerous cases of a large and thick silicic
symmetry. Although such a model may predict some- magma reservoir settled at a shallow level our thermowhat exaggerated stresseswith respect to 3-D models mechanical approach helps to constrain the geometry
[e.g.,van W½½s
and Cloctingh,1996],it hasbeenshown of the mechanicalmagma chamber. Usually, magmatic
from analytical studies[Timoshcnkoand Woinowsky- reservoirsare defined thermally or compositionally: for
Krieger, 1959]that for cylindricalbodieswith a radius example, the thermal definition implies that the reserseveraltimes greater than height, this differenceshould voir is delimited by a specificisotherm roughly correbe < 10-30%. This uncertainty is considerablysmaller spondingto the boundary between the "mushy"zones
than possibledifferencesbetween stressescomputed us- and the embeddingrocks. In our model the heat diffu-
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sion from the hot magma body allows us to determine
the geometry of a ductile aureole around the chamber.
This aureole is delimited by a brittle-ductile transition
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derivativeof the flexuralmomentM(M = -Dw"), M',
equalsF, we get w'" = -M'/D = -F/D, whichyields,
usingthe boundarycondition2, w" = -F(x- R)/D.

(BDT) contourwithin whichthe magmais able to in- Using the boundary conditions3-4, we get
flate or be replenished. Brittle faults, and especially
w - Fx2(n- x/3)/20.
(A4)
fractures, can be formed only outside the BDT contour. The BDT contour can be relatively insensibleto The elastic flexural stress c% in the rigid core of the
changesin the bulk reservoirgeometry until very sig- cover can be written as
nificant changesoccur in magmatic activity but can be
quite affected by changesin the thermal regime or fluid
= -c• - •/•(1 - v=) •
content that modify the mechanicalproperties of the

= E(1 - y2)-l(y_ 0.5T•)w"

rocks.

Another result of this study suggeststhat it is not
alwaysnecessaryto refer to the complexityof the magmatic systems to explain some of their complex surface signatures,for example, nested calderas. We have
shownthat without any additional complicationsto the
model, secondaryfaults embeddedwithin border faults
can De easily created in large aspect ratio calderas. Of
course, the reader should keep in mind that we considered only simplified geometriesin our model that
yielded symmetrical nestedstructures, which are rarely

(A5)

or

o'• = O 1- v2(y- 0.5T•)(x
- R).

(A6)

The material starts to "snap" when the bending

stressc%reachesthe limit of plastic(brittle) yielding
at depth y, crv'

c%- •v - 0(•,-

•p) + •o,

(A7)

where•, -•p is the differencebetweenthe normaland
the pore pressure,0 is the internal coefficientof friction

found in the field (see, however,the caseof the San of the material, typically 0 • tg(•/6), and •o is the
uan caaras duster
cohesiverock strength, typically 10 to 20 MPa at the
surface and 20-30 to 40-60

Since the

Appendix A' Caldera Snapping
Assumingaxial symmetry in 2-D Cartesianplane, we
can consider a semicaldera

with radius _Rand roof thick-

local

radius

MPa

r•, m -(w") -1 = -O/F(xthe

critical

value

of the

at the bottom.

of curvature
radii

of the cover is

R), we can estimate
of curvature

at which

the plate is no longer elastic and starts to snap, i.e.,

nessd (Figure 3). Neglectingthe horizontalforces,we
r•v - -D/F•(xobtain the followingsimple2-D biharmonicequilibrium

R), wherethe criticaledgeforceF•

is found from equating the condition of plastic yield-

equation for the chamber roof:

ing (A7) to the expression
for stress(A6). As follows

V•[O(•)V•w] = V•[O(•)w"] = P(•),
(A•) from this expression, the minimum radius of curvature
is reached at the border of the cover, and thus it is
where D is the flexural rigidity and w" is the second here that the cover will tend to snap. The critical curspatial derivative of the vertical deflection of the roof vature is conditioned by three controllable parameters'
w. The normal load on the sidesof the roof (overpres- the rigidity D, which can be computedfrom the known
surep and/or deposits)P(x) is equalto -p+pgh, where thicknessof the cover d; the estimable value of the edge
p is the material density and h is the deposit thickness forceF, which is proportionalto the normal load (de(Table 2). As a first step, the normalload can be re- positsand overpressure);
and the knownradiusR of the
placed with an integral action of a cutting force F ap-

caldera.

Commonlyinferredvaluesfor E and v are 6.58 x 101ø
to 8 x101øN m-2, and 0.25, respectively
[e.g., Watts,
(^2) 1978; Turcotteand Schubert,1982]. AssumingT• m d-

pliedat the center(Figure3), whereupon(A1) becomes,
forx <R,

"] = 0.

This equationrequiresfour boundaryconditions:(1)

2.5- 5 km, this will yield the following valuesof D'

the effective load of deposits at the center of the roof

(x = R)equals F; (2) the tip of the free edgeis not
curved;(3) the borderend of the cover(at x = 0) is
fixed beforethe snapping/faultingoccurs;and (4) the
fixed end is not inclined.

Conditions

1-4 can be written

as follows:
R

- F JP(m)dx;
w"l- 0;wlo
- 0;W'1o
- 0.

D-

ET• = 101910
20Nm. (A8)

Taking commonly inferred values of the brittle rock

strength at the surface(5-10 to 20 MPa) we can estimate the value of the critical curwtures leading to
formation of the borderfaults. Assumingthat ae - a•
at z-0,

weget

(A9)

o

(A3)
Assumingfor simplicitythat D(•) =const= D, we
get w"" = 0, that is, wm - C1 =const. Sincethe first

Considering a homogeneouslydistributed load

P(x) - P, insteadof the edgeforceF, we can obtain
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the solutionof (1) in the form [Turcotteand Schubert, Owing to symmetry, there is no horizontal temper1982]
ature gradient at x - 0, and due to continuity, tem-

w- PD-•z2(z2/24- Rz/6 + R2/4),

peratures and horizontal heat flow through the vertical

(A10)

interfaces(Ixl-

a and Ixl- b) mustbe equal. More-

over, temperature is supposedto increase with depth
throughout the whole area of Figure 4:

which yields

(All)
The bending stressat the surfaceequals:

aT
(zz)>0.
Oz '

(B4)

Despite these assumptions,one condition is still missing for solving the heat equation. For this we have imposed a final condition at the surface and at the center

•r - 6d-2P(x2/2- Rx + R2/2),
whichhasa maximumvalue3P(R/d)2 at z - 0 (bor-

of the caldera:

der). Consequently,the normal load P sufficientto

a>>•
lim
ki(•zz
OTi
• (x- 0,z- 0)- 1.
J

break the coverat the bordercan be 3(R/d)2 times
lower than its brittle strength'

cre/P- 3(R/d)•.

(A12)

This condition is valid only for large calderas. With
such geometriesthe isothermsare locally disturbed at
the caldera

Appendix B' Heat Refraction
Within Caldera Settings
The model is based on the solution

borders

but reach a constant

heat flux state

far away from them, i.e., not only at infinity but also at

the calderacenterx - 0. Evenfor verystrong(rk - 30)

of dimensionless

thermal diffusion equation in Cartesian geometry. The
caldera extends from the surface to a depth of 1, which

standsfor the baseof the ashflow units (Figure4). A
constantunit heat flux (= 1) is imposedas a lateral
condition at z--> +cx>, which is equivalent to a homo-

geneousheat flux conditionfar away from the caldera
within the whole depth interval 0 <_ z < 1. The thermal perturbations are studied only in the domain z < 1,
becausewith z > 1 these perturbations will be rapidly
damped away due to the constant heat flux condition at
infinity. There are no heat sourcesin the model. Border

faults (or quartz-richveins)are verticaland symmetricallylocatedat a <
< b, wherex - 0 is the centerof
the caldera. Thermal conductivityis k! in the quartz-

conductivity ratios, the constantheat flow conditionat
the center is valid within only 5% error where caldera
diameters are > 4 times caldera thickness. For a representative conductivity ratio of r• - 4 and for the same
caldera diameter, the error is < 3%.
In Cartesian geometry the solution for temperature
is dimensionlessand can be expressedvia Fourier series

(whereqr• are wavenumbersand ar•, bm and Cr• are
Fouriercoefficients)as

2•(x,z) - Z amcosh(qmx)sin(qmz)
+ Gi.z,
Ixl _<a

Tf(x,z) -

k• - 1. Severalcasesfor fault widthsfw - (b- a),
conductivityvalues,andconductivity
ratiosrk - k!/hi
have been investigated. The steady state heat equation
in Cartesian geometry can be written as follows'

(B1)

(B6)

Z bmcosh(qmx)sin(qmz)
+ Gf.z,
m--0

rich fault and hi within the ash flow tuffs. They are
nondimensionalizedusing the value for the host rocks

AT(x, z) - 0,

(B5)

a _<Ixl _<b

T•(x,z) -

(B7)

Z cmexp(-qmx)sin(qmz)
+ G•.z,
m----0

Ixl _>b,

(B8)

whereGi, Gj, and Ge are verticalgradients,Ge and Gi

where T(x,z) is 2-D temperaturedistribution.Taking being constants. Becausetemperature is not disturbed
away from the caldera, we must have Ge = 1. Fourier
T/, Tf, and Tex as the temperature fields inside the

ashflow caldera(Ixl _<a), within the ring fault (a _< seriescan alsobe usedfor the secondterms(with three
Ixl _<b), and outsidethe caldera(Ixl _>b), respectively, other Fouriercoefficients):

the surface temperature is kept equal to zero and the
bottom temperature equals i far from the caldera as a
consequenceof the lateral constant heat flow condition
at infinity'

z - 0) -

z - 0) lim k•

z - 0) - 0, (e2)

OT•x
(x, z)- 1.

• amSin(qmZ),
Gf.z- • fimSin(qmZ),
m--O

m--O

• 7,•sin(qmz).

(B9)

m--0

The conditionsOT/Oz >
(B3)using

0 and G•

-- 1 are verified
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qr•-

2
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ß

, 7r• •r2(2r
n+ 1)2

(B10)

Using both boundary and continuity conditions, we
can obtain

all Fourier

ar: (1-

coefficients:

deformation
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1970-1972

and 1982-1984 crises of Campi Flegrei, Italy, J. Geophys.
Res., 92, 14,139-14,150, 1987.
Bolton, E.W., A.C. Lasaga, and D.M. Rye, A model for
the kinetic control of quartz dissolution and precipitation
in porous media with spatially variable permeability: Formulation and examples of thermal convection, J. Geophys.
Res., 101, 22,157-22,187, 1996.
Brace, P., and D.L. Kohlstedt, Limits on lithospheric stress
imposed by laboratory modeling, J. Geophys. Res., 85,

cosh(qrb)+
hsinh(qrb)
(Bll)

ki

6248-6252, 1980.

Buck, R., Bending thin lithosphere causeslocalized "snapping" and not distributed "crunching": Implications for
abyssal hill formation, Geophys. Res. Lett., œJ, 2531-

br•
- arc,f,Cr•
---ar•-[sinh(qr•b)exp(qr•b)
(B12)
kt

ki

am- 7m
•ii' /•rn
--am
+am
cosh
(qm
a)(1- •-ff
),

2534, 1997.

Burov, E.B., L.I. Lobkovsky, S. Cloetingh, and A.M. Nikishin, Continental lithosphere folding in central Asia,
part 2, Constraints from gravity and topography, Tectonowhere k•:
1. This solution enables computations of
physics, 226, 73-87, 1993.
steady-state heat refraction effects in two dimensions, Byerlee, J.D., Friction of rocks, Pure Appl. Geophys., 116,

and is suited for the caseof large calderas. Analytical

expressions
from (B6) to (B13) havebeenmodifiedto
avoid summing positive exponential terms, and an accuracyof 0.1% waseasilyreachedwith < 5000 terms in
the series. Details of the resultsare shownin Figures 5,
6, and 7.
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